Shooting: Learn the proper mechanics
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A lacrosse father once asked me if I could tutor his son on
shooting. I told him that if he wanted to shoot hard, he should grab
a bag of balls and shoot until his arms fell off. "He does that," the
father told me. "I just want to make sure that he isn't reinforcing a
bad habit." No amount of hard work can help a player if his
mechanics are poor. I now try to make myself available to my
players as often as possible just to practice shooting. Hard work is
great, but hard and efficient work is even better.
While the mechanics of shooting are technical, I have simplified
them into six major points. Shooting a lacrosse ball has elements
of a batter's swing, a golfer's drive and a pitcher's throwing
motion. I hope you find these helpful.
1: Shoot Overhand
I recently watched a group of middle
school boys playing lacrosse. Every
player shot sidearm and every shot
went wide of the cage. When a player
shoots sidearm, especially in tight, the
elbow stays close to the ribs and the
ball carries across the face of the
cage. I witnessed this mistake 30
times in a single half.
When a player shoots sidearm, he
holds onto the ball longer. One reason
is that players keep their pockets as
deep as possible. Another factor is
that players keep their elbows in and
push the ball rather than shoot it. As a
result, a right-handed shooter has
difficulty finding the right side of the
cage. The sidearm shooter pulls the
ball and his trajectory is wide left. This
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simplifies the goaltender's job. He can
guess where the shot is going.
Furthermore, this is usually his strong
side.
Coaches must practice eternal vigilance in the war against sidearm
shooting. Unfortunately, the sidearm motion is natural. Kids want
to shoot sidearm, especially when fatigued. Coaches need to
construct drills where players practice shooting overhand. They
need to immediately correct players who shoot sidearm so that
they recognize when they are dropping the head of their sticks.
The goal is to create an aesthetic appreciation of overhand
shooting. Players should not only feel uncomfortable shooting
sidearm; they should dislike the sight of it.
2: Hide the Head of the Stick

Watch an efficient shooter. When he
winds up, he exposes his back to the
cage and holds the stick head behind
his ear. I call this "hiding the head of
the stick." I assumed the reason was
to make the goaltender's job difficult.
A good goalie will try to find the ball
as soon as possible. If he can see the
head of the stick, he need only follow
the ball as it comes out. On the other
hand, if the head of the stick is
hidden, the goalie cannot find the ball
until the last instant before it is
released. This makes the save difficult.
Think of the upper body as a spring.
When the shooter winds up, he wants
to twist the spring. He rotates his hips
along his central axis as far as
possible. When he has maximum
rotation, his back will actually be
exposed to the target.

A good shooter does this when he hides the head of his stick. He is
twisting his body so that he has maximum recoil in his hips and
lower back. A baseball pitcher uses the same motion in his wind-up
when he exposes his back to the batter.
For the uninitiated, proper shooting will lead to a sore lower back.
These muscles need to be stretched and strengthened to assist in
the shooting motion. A shooter should stand with his feet
perpendicular to the target. He should wind up in a sidearm motion
until his back is facing the target. He should stand erect. His chest
will be expanded and his jersey number should be readily visible to
anyone standing behind him. From the point of maximum rotation,
he should shoot overhand and let his hips and back naturally
unwind.
Hiding the head of the stick has two advantages. First, it
incorporates the strong muscles of the lower back and hips.
Second, it makes it hard on the goaltender trying to find the ball. A
proper motion will not only add velocity, it will also make the
shooter more efficient.
3: Extend Your Arms

Another sports analogy will make this point clear. What golf club
hits the ball the furthest? The driver. The drivers are different from
the other clubs in that they are the longest. The longer the club,
the longer the shot. This is simple physics. Lacrosse players should
be familiar with this principle. Taller players are generally harder
shooters than shorter players. Why? They have longer arms. You
can also see this when a defenseman shoots with his long pole. If
he follows the same motion and is strong enough to wield the big
stick, his shot will be harder than a short stick's. We want to
maximize the distance from the fulcrum ( the shoulders) to the
head of the stick.

The shooter should extend his arms as far as
possible. The arms extend until the elbows are
no longer bent. This is easier said than done. The
problem is that young players want to hug the
front elbow tight to the ribs. This is why so
many players naturally shoot sidearm.
Here is a good drill to teach players to extend
their arms: A player stands with his back to a
wall. With his feet perpendicular to the target, he
should shuffle forward keeping the stick head
against the wall. When he cannot keep contact
and the stick finally moves away from the wall,
he should shoot.
When he practices shooting, he should imagine himself coming off
the wall.
Young players sometimes drop the ball in this position. When they
extend their arms, the ball falls out the back. There are two quick
remedies to this problem. First, the player should keep his back
hand above his front hand. This is true of throwing and shooting. A
player who keeps the butt end of the stick above the head will
catapult the ball rather than snap his wrists. The player should also
learn that a few small cradles with the top hand adequately keep
the ball in the pocket.

4: Exchange Weight
Proper shooting requires a player to sell out with his entire body.
As a player prepares to shoot the ball, all of his weight rests over
his back foot. His stick and arms reach behind him. His torso twists
and his chest and shoulders are behind his back leg. Some players
even lift their heads to exaggerate the motion. In fact, the only
body part not over or behind the back leg is the front leg.

As a player shoots, he whips his elbow over the
top. His stick and arms follow an arc directly over
his head. His shoulders and chest rotate until they
are facing the target. His hips and back recoil and
urge the motion forward. He plants his back foot
and every part of his body goes toward the target.
A player who tossed his head back throws it
forward until his chin rests on his chest. After a
shot, a shooter's weight is redistributed so hard
and so fast that his back foot comes off the
ground. If a player has truly sold out, he will
probably need to step forward to catch himself as
he falls.
Watch a hard shot in slow motion. You will see
each and every part of the above in minute detail.
Every part of the body contributes to the shooting
motion. If you drew a dotted line down the middle
of a player's body, every part but the front leg
would fall behind the line in the wind-up and in
front of it in the follow through. When a player is
policing his own motion, he should remember this:
Everything behind my back leg before, everything
in front of my front leg after. Remember, the
entire body should move with the ball toward the
cage.

5: Lift the Front Elbow
Although the entire body is involved in the
act of shooting, the lead elbow is the most
important element. Players want to dig that
elbow in. The result is a pushing motion. The
player simply twists and untwists and the shot
is a little flick. The strength from the hips and
arms is removed from the equation. To
prevent this, keep that front elbow high.

The front elbow comes into the shooting motion at three separate

points. During the wind-up the player extends his front elbow.
While shooting, the elbow leads the hands and arms over the top.
Finally, in the follow-through, the elbow guides the body toward its
target. We have already discussed players' reluctance to extend
the front arm as part of the wind-up. The lead arm should have as
little bend as possible when the arms are extended.
As the player actually shoots, he brings his elbow over the top.
This can be tricky. The wind-up is a sidearm motion but the stick
does not come forward along the same path. We want the shaft to
come straight overhand. The front elbow leads the shot by pulling
forward. A player's elbow should bend as he pulls it upwards
toward his target. A terrific analogy is to think of the bend in the
elbow as the crosshairs of a rifle. For a moment, the player sights
up the cage using his front elbow. He should be able to see the
cage over the "V" of his bent arm. A straight line is formed
between the shooter's eyes, his elbow and the goal. This technique
is awesome. First, it keeps the front elbow high. This is important
because the shooter will need to throw it down as he shoots.
Second, this will add accuracy, as the target is clear in the player's
mind. Finally, it guarantees a straight overhand motion. Players
can still shoot sidearm with the elbow high, but it is awkward.
Typically, the worst a player can manage is a three-quarters
motion.
The elbow leads the body toward the target. The player should
whip the elbow down toward the goal. The elbow throw starts the
recoil of the hips. It brings the arms and shaft forward. By
throwing the elbow, the shooting motion does not rely on the
arms. The shoulders and lat muscles jerk the elbow forward toward
the target and bring the arms with them. The elbow throw jumpstarts the motion of the arms. Do not throw the elbow without
regard to direction. The body's torque can pull the elbow across the
torso. The elbow is the crosshairs. Once a player has the shot lined
up, he should pull his elbow straight down. Exaggerate the
overhand motion.

6: Snap the Wrists
A player can master the shooting motion in a few days, but the
snap of his wrists can always get better. The nature of the
overhand shooting motion necessitates holding the stick, arms

extended, high over one's head. Ideally, a player wants to shoot
down at the goal. From the stick's high position, with the body
moving forward, the ball wants to travel over the goal. By snapping
the wrist, a shooter brings the path of the ball downward and gives
it one last push before it is released.
First, a player should have a proper grip. The shaft should not be
grasped in closed fists. If the fists are clenched and the shaft rests
against the palm, the player can only push the ball. A player wants
to grasp the stick with his thumbs running up the shaft. This allows
the shaft to follow the motion of the wrist. Players can practice
snapping their wrists in any number of ways. They can grasp the
stick properly and hit the wall one-handed. They can toss the ball
up in the air using a short, crisp wrist snap. Instead of line drills,
let your players spend five minutes tossing a ball in the air. Once
your players master the shooting motion, they should be
encouraged to perform wrist curls in the weight room.
The players should next understand from where the ball is
released. Often players do not realize that they are shooting down
at the goal. The ball is just leaving the stick when it is high
overhead. A great drill invented by Maryland head coach Dave
Cottle has players shooting over one goal into a goal behind.
Players have a hard time when they first try the drill. They see the
goal between themselves and their target and they think the shot
is impossible. Soon, however, they grasp the concept that the head
of the stick is not where their eyes are. From the height of its
release, the ball will easily clear the front goal. The challenge then
becomes getting it into the back goal. The only way that they can
get the ball to come down is by snapping their wrists. This final
piece, the wrist snap, will add velocity to the shot. The difference
between a good shooter and a great shooter is the wrist snap.
Players should practice this motion frequently. The problem with
shooting is that young players want to stand still and crank the
ball. This may be good for a player just learning the motion, but it
is unrealistic. A good initial strategy quickly becomes a bad habit.
Players should shoot on the run. They should shoot with both
hands. They should take short-side drives and sweeps. They should
shoot out of dodges. It takes months to learn to extend your arms
with the stick in your off-hand. A great conditioner is to shoot 10
left-handed drives, collect the balls and shoot 10 right-handed
drives. A player who drills hard and runs full speed will have no
need for wind sprints. Finally, a player should work on time-and-

space shooting with a partner. He should catch a feed with his stick
by his ear and bring himself into shooting position as quickly as
possible. Again, this can be very difficult with the off-hand.
Once a player has mastered the motion, the best assessment is the
shot itself. If a player misses the cage, I ask him what he did
wrong. If the ball sails wide of the cage, he probably pulled his
elbow across his body or dropped the stick sidearm. If the ball sails
over the cage, he needs to snap his wrists. If the ball goes straight
down or bounces short of the mark, he needs to extend his arms. A
player can make his own corrections during the course of a drill. Of
course, the best measure of good shooting is goals scored.

Tips to become an effective shooter
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Are you an avid lacrosse player who aspires to compete at the next
level? If so, any opportunity you have to watch some of the best
players in your area can be like a day in the classroom. A common
trait you often come across when describing these top players is
that they are referred to as students of the game. What does this
mean?
I firmly believe that the top players at every level - modified, high
school, college, club, professional - not only enjoy the game as
spectators but watch it as students. When you watch the
Princeton-Syracuse game, do you simply enjoy the stick fakes and
100 mph shots or do you watch how Mike Springer moves on the
crease to provide him with the space to unleash his rocket? Do you
marvel at Ryan Boyle's quickness or do you notice that he is
running hard to get his hands free in a quality feeding area? Do
you see the great takeaway checks of Damien Davis or do you
notice how he is able to throw checks because his footwork puts
him in a solid fundamental position? As you enjoy the tremendous
excitement and competition during this year's Final Four, be more
than a spectator - be a student of the game!
Shooting the Ball
During my coaching career I have had the good fortune of working
with some tremendous players and coaches. Dave Urick of
Georgetown, Terry Corcoran of Skidmore, B.J. O'Hara of Syracuse,
Mark Van Arsdale of Virginia, Joe Seivold of Durham Academy and
Peter Colburn of Alfred University have all taught me different
aspects of becoming a great shooter.
The objective of our great game is simple: put the ball in the back
of the net. A common misconception is that goal-scorers are simply
good shooters. While serving as an assistant coach at Georgetown,
I had the opportunity to work with All-Americans Steve Dusseau,
Scott Doyle, Scott Urick, Andy Flick, Mike Henehan and Greg
McCavera (to name just a few). These great goal-scorers had one

common trait - they were never satisfied with their development as
shooters.
They understood that in order to achieve All-America status as
offensive players, the amount of shots you get during the course of
a normal practice will not suffice. Extra time on a cage pre-practice
and/or post-practice is essential to becoming an accurate and
consistent shooter. When taking the 10 minutes prior to practice
and after (this is a great time to work on your shooting since you
are mentally and physically drained after a tough workout) you
should focus on a few areas:
Shoot the Ball Overhand
- If you have a chance to
work with your goalie, ask
which shots are tough to
see. Hide the head of your
stick behind your helmet
and work on your
overhand mechanics. If it
takes too long to get the
ball to release from your
stick, your pocket is too
deep. Remember to
always move your feet and
hide your stick from the
goalie's vision.
Shoot from Appropriate
Areas - Shoot from the
spots of the field that you
usually see come game
time. Are most of your
shots in the crease or off
feeds? Get someone to
throw it inside to you. Are
you a dodging threat from
certain areas of the field?
Work on dodging to the
cage and finishing hard
overhand shots to the
pipes.
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Be Creative - The great aspect of lacrosse is that all you need is a

ball and stick. Set up drills for yourself to improve your shooting
ability and accuracy. A few drills to consider: Put targets in the
corners. Throw your little brother or sister in the goal (with a
helmet on!) and load up on tennis balls.
The following is a great drill for shooting and also a great offseason
conditioner:
•
•
•

Place five balls 18 yards from the goal
Start on the crease and sprint to ball
Make a big turn on the groundball and dodge to the cage

Watch your favorite player as he dodges to the goal and perfect
these dodges in your own backyard. Come gameday they will be
second nature.
Lacrosse is a game for creative people. As much as we try to outcoach and out-think our opponents, when a game is on the line it
comes down to players making plays. The athletes who spend the
extra time on their own shooting the ball become the All-Americans
of the future. It is a player's game so make yourself one of the
players who wants the ball in his/her stick with one minute to go in
a tie game. Savor every moment of your season - it goes by very
quickly - and never become satisfied with your development as a
shooter. Study your favorite players and spend that extra time
working on the little things!
Three Keys to Becoming an Effective Shooter:
•
•
•

Practice
Practice
Practice

